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HOT TOPIC: Can meditation address classroom management issues and bring a spiritual 
focus to Jewish education for children?  

 
 

THE NERVOUS NELLIES IN OUR CLASSROOMS 
by Rosie Rosenzweig 

 
The latest book on Jewish neurosis raises a worrisome arena for Jewish educators.   
“Monkey Mind” by Daniel Smith1 is a memoir about the worries, which plagued him 
from childhood until now, when, as a married adult, he relapses again and again.  
Moments of calm do furnish his landscape, but there is still the recurrent struggle. 
 
You don’t have to be a Jewish youngster to be subject to the new age of anxiety that is 
making more nervous nellies out of them. The new age of anxiety is fueled by the 
technology that keeps them informed and connected, and may drive them crazy. 
Witness Jason Russell, whose personal Web documentary exposing the horrors of 
African warlord Joseph Kony went viral.  Eight days after the steady stream of comments 
made him sleepless in San Diego, he was diagnosed with “reactive psychosis,” a 
temporary insanity.    According to Newsweek, everyone is susceptible: “The average 
teen processes an astounding 3,700 texts a month.”2   
 
So where can our children find relief?  Daniel Smith describes popping Xanax and his 
struggles with women before his marriage. Can the answer be found anywhere in Jewish 
education?   The numerous Jewish Buddhists I have met vote with their feet as they 
silently find a meditation pillow in some Buddhist storefront, retreat, or weekend at 
fashionable vacation spas.   “Monkey Mind,” by the way, is the Buddhist term for the 
restless mind that attaches to anything and everything without a true focus or purpose.  
Buddhist psychology, ardent in its dismal of the Creator as being without proof, teaches 
only to calm the mind, and it forms the basis for the Positive Psychology movement that 
dismisses Freud as being the perpetuator of “stories “ that distract us from being in the 
“here and now.” 
 
In the 1950s, the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Menachem Mendel Schneerson, saw the trend.  
The leading Western Buddhists were Jews whom never found peace in Judaism.  Sylvia 
Boorstein is outstanding for her commitment to Conservative Judaism, but she hasn’t 
got much company.   I wrote about my personal distress with this issue in my book, “A 
Jewish Mother in Shangri-la,”3 when my son became a Buddhist and trained to be a 
Lama at the advice of his Tibetan Buddhist teacher.   When I returned from my travels 
with him to meet his teachers, I started reading everything I could about Jewish 
meditation and became an ordained Jewish meditation teacher my self.  I learned that 
the Rebbe, when he was alive, apparently orchestrated a meeting with folks like Aryeh 
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Kaplan4 and Perle Besserman.5 He requested that they begin writing about Jewish 
mediation and they did so, with numerous books.  Kaplan authored 48 books before his 
early death, and Besserman runs a Zen center on the East Coast. 
 
Later in the 20th century, many Jewish centers, like Chochmat HaLev in Berkeley, began 
offering training in Jewish meditation for lay teachers.  The Institute for Jewish 
Spirituality was founded for rabbis, cantors, and Jewish professionals. Eilat Chayyim also 
had workshops in the field. 
 
These endeavors seek to answer the anxiety that is a recurrent undertow in the 
restlessness of Jewish youth.  Even without training, teachers can improvise with silence 
after the Shema, or even silence at the beginning of each class.  One teacher in an inner 
city secular school introduced a five-minute silent beginning to each day. Of course, 
resistant was rampant, but, by the end of the year, students thanked her for giving them 
some time to ponder, to think about their life, and to work a way out of the ghetto.  
Only five minutes can bring our young, nervous nellies back to their breath and the here 
and now.  Try it. Please.   
 
 
Endnotes: 
1. Smith, Daniel.  Monkey Mind. New York: Simon & Schuster, 2012.  
2. “iCrazy: Panic.Depression.Psychosis. How Connection Addiction is Rewiring Our 

Brains” in Newsweek, July, 18, 2012.  
3. Rosenzweig, Rosie. A Jewish Mother in Shangri-la. Boston, MA: Shambhala 

Publications, 1998.  
4. See http://www.ou.org/about/judaism/rabbis/kaplan.htm. 
5. See http://www.perlebesserman.net/.  
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Brandeis University. 
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